
 

INTRO
Following 6 successful editions and after securing a brand-new title 
main sponsor, Lusíadas Saúde, VOQIN’ was ready to knock this event 
out of the park. Then Covid-19 stroke and the team had to get creative. 

It was all hands on deck to reimagine the event in a virtual setting, making 
full use of our EMEX platform, the connection with UPNDO app, and our 
AV partner, RXF. The team developed new channels of communication and 
content, reengaged followers on social media, and found a revamped purpose 
for the run partnering with UPNDO to create a new era for B2Run Portugal. 
All in all we made the 7th edition of B2Run the largest corporate charity running 
event in Portugal – and probably in the world!

REASON WHY

THE EVENT 
IN NUMBERS

LOCATIONS

The impossibility of creating a physical event meant that we encountered 
many challenges, mainly in creating a personal connection with the participants, 
and creating that feeling of celebration that this event is known for. We were able 
to overcome the challenges and embraced opportunities that came with no 
geographic limitations, endless possibilities of physical activities that still count 
as movement, and the motto of helping others in need while contributing to the 
collective health of the participating companies.

Benefits

A more inclusive 
and diversified event1

Virtually the same content and 
activities, with comparable ambience 
and energy, only now online via EMEX

2

A more complete 
website and programme3

Extending our reach all around the 
country and not just in Lisbon and Porto 
and attracting new participants who 
can become future clients

4

Showcasing EMEX and our 
emotiontech capabilities

September 17th, 2020 
(Note: The event only was only confirmed by title sponsor in August)

RXF’s studio in Sintra was transformed in our virtual arena 
where our host Francisco Mendes led the broadcast

EVENT PLAN

Pre event

Partnering with UPNDO

Registration

Speaker Guidelines

Social Media posts

Reminder 

Newsletters

Media

Event
Warm up and Stretching

Giveaways

Gamification

Custom IG filters 

Spotify playlist 

B2Talks

Post Event
A certificate of participation was delivered 
automatically to all the proud participants 
and a survey was sent to get their feedback 

Additional content was pre-recorded around Greater Lisbon including 
Zumba class at Holmes Place Oeiras, stretching and other video guides 

at Lusíadas Hospital and a podcast recorded at NiTfm studio.

VOQER Pedro Cunha was live at Campo Grande to film 
the Lusíadas team at the start of their race

Participants and speakers joined in 
remotely all around the globe via EMEX

5 Outstanding brand exposure for 
the title sponsor and other partners6
A renewed solidarity purpose by 
helping NPOs via UPNDO7

race

5KM
participants registered
OVER 2000

countries involved

11

THE BIGGEST 
CORPORATE 
SPORTING EVENT 
OF SOLIDARITY 
MOVEMENT!

THE WORLD 
HAS CHANGED, 
BUT B2RUN HAS 
NOT STOPPED!

The app that allies movement with solidarity, UPNDO 
was the perfect solution for B2Run in this new virtual 
stage of the event. B2Run has always supported NPOs 
but with this partnership, participating companies could 
generate substantial amounts by just creating human movement. 

• Every participant had to use the app in order for 
   his/her score to be registered

• Each km translates to 1€, so each participant – runner or walker -  
   could generate up to 5€

• The companies chose the social causes to donate and that process 
    is independent of the event

How does it work?

B2Run application

1 You download the app & sync it with Google Fit or Health Kit

2 Register and start moving. Any kind of movement counts, 
it does not have to be exercising

3 Generate money and donate it


